Praise for jQuery, jQuery UI, and jQuery Mobile
“de Jonge and Dutson’s cookbook approach to jQuery, jQuery UI, and jQuery Mobile
teaches how to create sophisticated projects quickly, removing all the guesswork. They
really make jQuery seem effortless!”
—Joseph Annuzzi, Jr., Web architect, PeerDynamic.com
“This book is great for all aspects of jQuery development; it has it all, from a great UI
section down to the most current tech, which is mobile. I found myself referencing this
book numerous times for projects I am currently working on.
“This book will be excellent for anyone who is eager to learn more about jQuery and
what the capabilities are. The authors put the learning in terms that anyone can
understand and build from.”
—Erik Levanger, UI UX engineer
“I have often said that when it comes to jQuery, half the battle is just being familiar with
the types of things it is capable of doing. Having a good foundation can easily help you
bridge the gap between ‘This is going to be complicated’ and ‘I can do that with jQuery!’
Like any good recipe book, this book includes ready-to-use code samples that
demonstrate basic to advanced techniques. In addition to the major areas noted in the
book title, there are references on how to customize the jQuery UI features to meet your
needs and bonus sections about creating and using plugins. I also really appreciate the
authors’ insights regarding performance issues and best practices. Lastly, speaking as
someone with no previous jQuery Mobile experience, this book provides solid examples
to get you up and running fast. Overall, this book will help to greatly expand the skills
in your jQuery arsenal.”
—Ryan Minnick, software developer, Verizon Wireless
“The ultimate cookbook for anyone using jQuery, jQuery UI, or jQuery Mobile.”
—Stretch Nate, Web applications developer, HealthPlan Services
“Through easy-to-understand recipes, de Jonge and Dutson give the reader a practical
introduction to all things jQuery, from the most basic selectors to advanced topics, such
as plugin authoring and jQuery Mobile. A great starting point for anyone interested in
one of the most powerful JavaScript libraries.”
—Jacob Seidelin, Web developer, Nihilogic
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Preface
W

hen JavaScript first hit the Internet scene, it was quickly disregarded by experts as a
toy suitable for diversion and useless for user interaction. Today, it is the driving force that
helps create rich user interfaces, seamless data integration, and client-side support.
Although everything is possible using plain JavaScript, many have discovered the use
of various libraries and frameworks to help them do more. jQuery is the perfect library
to fill the need for JavaScript integration. The motto of jQuery is write less, do more. This is
something the jQuery team takes very seriously. Whether you are working on a standard
desktop site that needs a little DOM modification, or you’re adding your own custom set
of controls, or even if you’re handling mobile devices, the jQuery team has a library that
has been handcrafted and tested on as many platforms, browsers, and devices as possible
to ensure the very best experience for both the developer and the user.

Why a Recipe and Example Book on jQuery?
Some have been quick to say that if you know CSS, you know how to use jQuery, but
this isn’t entirely true. Although having this knowledge certainly helps one to understand
the selector engine in jQuery, there are so many extra functions to help manipulate,
calculate, and add interaction to your site that a book is simply a must-have to ensure
that you are aware of the amazing things that jQuery can do. A recipe and example book
is essential because it not only informs you about the functions that you can use, but it
also gives you self-contained examples that work with quick explanations to point out
the tricky parts or confusing areas.
The inclusion of the jQuery UI and jQuery Mobile libraries makes this book a
superior reference guide; now you can easily learn about the other libraries that the
jQuery team has made and see how they can fit together to make your next project a
seamless, crowd-pleasing success.

Who This Book Is For
Those who have a working knowledge of HTML, CSS, and basic JavaScript should
feel at home picking this book up and starting to work through the examples. Those not
familiar with Web development might need a little extra time to get up to speed with
what is presented here. That having been said, those who learn well by seeing the full
HTML page layout with the required script to make the example run will learn quickly
and efficiently.

xx

Preface

How to Use This Book
Each recipe and example is a set of self-contained scripts that can be loaded onto your
favorite Web server and accessed from your browser. Although it is possible to run some
of the examples by dropping or loading the example code directly in your browser, any
examples that use AJAX will fail, so using a Web server is highly recommended.
When finished reading this book, you should
Be comfortable adding jQuery to your Web projects
Understand the differences among jQuery core, jQuery UI, and jQuery Mobile
Be familiar with the basic functionality and functions of jQuery core
Be proficient adding styles and widgets, and interacting with the user through
jQuery core and jQuery UI
Be able to create a mobile site by using the jQuery Mobile library
Be comfortable creating your own plugin and incorporating it into your site
Be able to add third-party plugins such as those from the Twitter Bootstrap
framework
nn

nn

nn

nn

nn

nn

nn

Book Structure
Chapters 1 through 5 cover the jQuery core library. Chapter 1 gives an introduction
to the basic usage and how to include jQuery along with setting up arrays, using data
attributes, and testing browser feature support. Chapter 2 covers how to fine-tune your
element selection from the DOM. Chapter 3 teaches how jQuery can help manipulate
the DOM structure of your site. Chapter 4 takes a tour of event handling with jQuery
and covers the difference between binding in jQuery versions 1.6 and 1.7. Chapter 5
shows you how to communicate with a Web server, including working with AJAX, page
errors, page redirects, and XML.
Chapters 6 through 8 cover the usage of the jQuery UI library. Chapter 6
demonstrates the additional functionality that jQuery UI brings, such as draggable,
droppable, and sortable objects. Chapter 7 covers using the widgets, including accordions,
auto-complete, buttons, date pickers, dialogs, progress bars, sliders, and tab components.
Chapter 8 takes on the styles and theme of the jQuery UI along with effects and
transitions.
Chapters 9 and 10 give a course on using the jQuery Mobile library. Chapter 9 starts
with the basics of setting up a mobile site and covers page structure, page loading, and
page transition and animation. Chapter 10 covers the additional widgets and styles that
jQuery Mobile provides, including navigation bars, sliders, flip switches, and form
elements.
Chapters 11 and 12 cover the use of plugins. Chapter 11 provides a comprehensive
overview of what a plugin consists of and how to create your own with method handling
and function chaining. Chapter 12 gives examples of using trusted third-party plugins
from the Twitter Bootstrap framework to add extra functionality and style to your project.

Preface

Additional Resources
There are many places that you can learn more about jQuery, jQuery UI, and jQuery
Mobile. The official sites themselves offer excellent documentation and explain the
choices behind deprecating code and give hints and warnings about upcoming features.
Here are some helpful sites that you should visit:
jQuery API docs: http://api.jquery.com/
jQuery UI docs: http://jqueryui.com/demos/
jQuery Mobile docs: http://jquerymobile.com/demos/
Twitter Bootstrap JavaScript docs: http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/
javascript.html
Zurb Foundation docs: http://foundation.zurb.com/docs/
jQuery Tools: http://jquerytools.org/
Stack Overflow forums: http://stackoverflow.com/
nn

nn

nn

nn

nn

nn

nn
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Chapter 5
Communicating with
the Server
T

his chapter discusses how to communicate with the server. To demonstrate this, a simple
test server is written in Node.js, which is a server-side JavaScript execution environment.
After that, various recipes show how to get JSON, HTML, XML, and JSONP from the
server by using AJAX methods and functions. This chapter pays a lot of attention to error
handling to assure the quality of the end result.

Recipe: Setting Up an Example Server in Node.js
To test the AJAX examples, you need a server. For the examples, it does not matter
whether the server is written in PHP, Python, Ruby, Erlang, Dart, Go, .Net, or Java. Keep
in mind, of course, that all servers take some setup time.
Because jQuery is JavaScript, this book assumes that you are already familiar with it.
That is why the test server is provided in JavaScript code. To run the code, you need to
download and install Node.js at http://nodejs.org.
There are no plugins or further modules needed for this example. For reference, the
code in this chapter was developed and tested by using versions 0.4.11 and 0.6.19 of
Node.js. After installing Node.js and putting the example in a file called 01-app.js, you
can run the code from the following command line:
node 01-app.js

If this command does not start your node server, ensure that you have correctly added
the node to your system path. When running the code, you can access subsequent
examples at http://localhost:1337/02-ajax-get.html.
Listing 5.1 contains the implementation for the Node.js test server.
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Chapter 5 Communicating with the Server
Listing 5.1

L istening for HTTP Requests Generated by Recipes in This Chapter and
Responding Accordingly

00 var http = require('http'),
01       url = require('url'),
02       fs = require('fs');
03 http.createServer(function (req, res) {
04        var reqData = {
05                  url: url.parse(req.url, true),
06                  method: req.method,
07                  headers: req.headers },
08        path = reqData.url.pathname;
09
10        if(path.match(/^\/[0-9a-z\-]+\.(html)|(json)|(xml)$/))
11                  fs.readFile('.' + path, function (err, data) {
12                            if (err) {
13                                      res.writeHead(404, {'Content-Type': 'text/plain'});
14                                      res.end('not found');
15                            }
16                            else {
17                                      if(path.split('.')[1] == 'html')
18                                                res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'text/html'});
19                                      else if(path.split('.')[1] == 'xml')
20                                                res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'application/xml'});
21                                      else
22                                                res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'application/json'});
23                                      res.end(data);
24                            }
25                  });
26        else if(path == '/return-http-headers') {
27                  res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'application/json'});
28                  res.end(JSON.stringify(reqData));
29        }
30        else if(path == '/sleep') {
31                  var endTime = new Date().getTime() + 2000;
32                  while (new Date().getTime() < endTime);
33                  res.writeHead(500, {'Content-Type': 'text/plain'});
34                  res.end('slow response');
35        }
36        else if(path == '/validate') {
37                  var keys = [];
38                  for(var key in reqData.url.query) {
39                           if(reqData.url.query[key] == '')
40                                     keys.push(key);
41                  }
42                  res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'application/json'});
43                  res.end(JSON.stringify(keys));

Recipe: Performing a GET Request

Listing 5.1

L istening for HTTP Requests Generated by Recipes in This Chapter and
Responding Accordingly (Continued)

44        }
45        else if(path == '/redirect') {
46                  res.writeHead(302, {
47                           'Location': '/test-values.json' });
48                  res.end();
49        }
50        else if(path == '/fail\-on\-purpose') {
51                  res.writeHead(500, {'Content-Type': 'text/plain'});
52                  res.end('unexpected" error');
53        }
54        else {
55                  res.writeHead(404, {'Content-Type': 'text/plain'});
56                  res.end('not found');
57        }
58 }).listen(1337, "localhost");
59 console.log('Server running at http://localhost:1337/');

HTML, JSON, and XML requests are passed to the file server. Some special cases you
will encounter in the following recipes are handled each with their own specific response.
Given the requested path, the responses should not be too surprising.
If the file cannot be found, or there is no handler and the request is not XML, JSON,
or HTML, a 404 error is returned.

Recipe: Performing a GET Request
One of the simpler AJAX requests can be executed by using the shorthand method for
GET. You can imagine performing a similar call for POST, PUT, and DELETE. Keep in mind
that PUT and DELETE are not supported by all browsers, so it is wise to use GET and POST.
Listing 5.2 shows the use of the get() method.
Listing 5.2

Fetching JSON Values by using the get() Shorthand Function

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>The AJAX get() request function</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
(Continues)
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Listing 5.2

Fetching JSON Values by using the get() Shorthand Function (Continued)

09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target"></div>
13
14 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
15
16 <script>
17 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
18 $(document).ready(function() {
19
20        $('#trigger').click(function() {
21
22                  $.get('02a-test-values.json', function(data) {
23
24                            $('#target').append('The returned value is: ' + data.name);
25  
26                  }, 'json');
27        });
28
29 });
30 </script>
31 </body>
32 </html>

Line 22 fetches the following JSON document:
{
"name": "Adriaan de Jonge",
"email" : "adriaandejonge@gmail.com"
}

When executed, this script returns the name of the author. In this example, the success
handler function is a callback directly passed to the get() function. The last parameter
passed in the get() is 'json'. This is an optional data-type parameter. In this instance, it
informs jQuery that the data requested will be returned in JSON format. Later examples
demonstrate an alternative approach for callback functions. If you use a web service or
have some server-side logic set up to handle data coming in before handing back a
response, you can pass an additional set of data to the server through the get() function.
To learn more about sending data to the server by using get(), see the official
documentation at http://api.jquery.com/jQuery.get/.

Recipe: Loading HTML Directly

Recipe: Loading HTML Directly
Even simpler than the get() method is to use load() to gather a snippet of HTML and
put it directly into the document. Listing 5.3 demonstrates how to do this.
Listing 5.3

Filling a <div> with a Dynamic HTML Snippet

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>The AJAX load() request</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-latest.min.js"></script>
15
16 <script>
17 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
18 $(document).ready(function() {
19
20        $('#trigger').click(function() {
21
22                  $('#target').load('03a-test-snippet.html');
23
24        });
25
26 });
27 </script>
28 </body>
29 </html>

The HTML that will be loaded into the document is as follows:
<h1>Hello world from external HTML snippet</h1>

Line 22 demonstrates how the load() function works directly on a selection of
elements without requiring a callback handler.
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Recipe: Handling the Result by Using Promises
In Listing 5.2, you saw a callback handler being passed to the get() method to be called
after a successful result from the AJAX request. The advantage of callbacks is
asynchronous execution of code. The browser remains responsive while the AJAX request
is working in the background. However, when you have many callbacks, the code starts
looking like a Christmas tree. It is a callback inside a callback inside a callback. And what
about failures?
Promises can solve this problem. Understanding promises involves some theory. First,
let’s explore how they work by looking in Listing 5.4.
Listing 5.4

Demonstrating done(), fail(), and always()

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>The done() fail() always() function</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
15
16 <script>
17 // please externalize this code to an external.js file
18 $(document).ready(function() {
19
20        $('#trigger').click(function() {
21
22                 // avoid error() success() complete()
23                 // those are deprecated in jQuery 1.8
24                 // use done() fail() always() instead
25
26                 $.ajax({url:' 02a-test-values.json', dataType: 'json'})
27                 .done (function(data) {
28                           $('#target').append('The returned value is: '
29                                                                                                                                     + data.name + '<br>');
30                  })
31                  .fail(function() {
32                            $('#target').append('The AJAX call failed.<br>');
33                  })

Recipe: Handling Server Errors

Listing 5.4

Demonstrating done(), fail(), and always() (Continued)

34                  .always(function() {
35                            $('#target').append('finished anyway.');
36                  });
37        });
38 });
39 </script>
40 </body>
41 </html>

Notice in this script that chained functions provide callbacks after calling the ajax()
function. This is possible because ajax() returns a promise object. A promise is a safe
version of a deferred object. Deferred objects are discussed in Chapter 11, “Creating
Plugins.” The difference is that a promise does not expose the internals of a deferred.
Then, what does a promise do?
When you call the done() function with a callback handler and the ajax() request
has not yet returned, the callback is stored in a queue. Once the ajax() request returns
and the result is successful, all the queued callbacks under done() are called. When you
call the done() function with a callback handler after the ajax() request has returned, if
the result was successful, the callback is executed right away.
Callbacks passed to fail() and always() are handled similarly. Only fail()
executes when the result was unsuccessful, of course.
There is a shorthand notation for done() and fail() called then(). The then()
function takes two arguments: one callback in case of success and one in case of failure.
The following snippet shows how you can use it to replace the done() and fail()
methods used in Listing 5.4:
$.ajax({url:'02a-test-values.json', dataType: 'json'})
            .then(
                     function(data) {
                               $('#target').append('The returned value is: '
                                                                                                                               + data.name + '<br>');
                     },
                     function() {
                               $('#target').append('The AJAX call failed.<br>');
                     }
            );

Recipe: Handling Server Errors
To test the fail() handler, the test server from the first recipe provides a
fail-on-purpose URL. Listing 5.5 calls this URL to see what happens.
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Listing 5.5

Catching Server Errors by Using fail()

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>Test case: failure</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21       $('#trigger').click(function() {
22
23                 $.ajax('fail-on-purpose')
24                 .done(function(data, xhr) {
25                           $('#target').append('Unexpected success. . . ' +
26                                                                                                  '(actually not a good thing)');
27                       })
28                 .fail(function(xhr, text, error) {
29                           $('#target').append('Failed as expected (good!). Code ' +
30                                                                                                                                     xhr.status + ' and text ' + error);
31                  });
32
33        });
34
35 });
36 </script>
37 </body>
38 </html>

As expected, the fail() callback is called. From the parameters passed to this callback
handler, you can determine what went wrong and act accordingly.

Recipe: Catching Page-not-Found Results

Recipe: Catching Page-not-Found Results
Similarly, Listing 5.6 tests what happens when the page is not found.
Listing 5.6

Recognizing a Page-not-Found Code

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>Test case: page not found</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21        $('#trigger').click(function() {
22
23                  $.ajax('not-found')
24                  .done(function(data, xhr) {
25                            $('#target').append('Unexpected success… ' +
26                                                                  '(actually not a good thing)');
27                  })
28                  .fail(function(xhr, text, error) {
29                            $('#target').append('Failed as expected (good!). Code ' +
30                            xhr.status + ' and text ' + error);
31                  });
32  
33        });
34
35 });
36 </script>
37 </body>
38 </html>
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As expected, again, the fail() callback is called, only this time with different
p arameters. Although you could check the xhr.status for a specific error code, jQuery
provides a setting in ajax() that looks specifically at HTTP codes. The following snippet
of code could be used in the previous example, replacing line 23.
$.ajax('fail-on-purpose', {
            statusCode: {
                               404: function() {//insert 404 handling function here},
                               500: function() {//insert 500 handling function here}
            }
})

When you remove the comments and insert your own code, the code will be run
when either a 404 or 500 HTTP status code is returned. If you leave the fail()
method in place, it will also execute, giving you another error handling point.

Recipe: Handling Page Redirects
You might expect a similar result when you encounter a redirect code. Listing 5.7
investigates what happens in this case.
Listing 5.7

Receiving Content After an Implicit Redirect

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>Test case: redirect</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21        $('#trigger').click(function() {
22

Recipe: Setting Request Timeouts

Listing 5.7

Receiving Content After an Implicit Redirect (Continued)

23                  $.ajax('redirect')
24                  .done(function(data, xhr) {
25                            $('#target').append('Successfully redirected. . . ' +
26                                                                                      'returned data is ' + data.name);
27                  })
28                  .fail(function(xhr, text, error) {
29                            $('#target').append('Redirect failed. Code ' +
30                                                                                      xhr.status + ' and text ' + text);
31                  });
32  
33        });
34
35 });
36 </script>
37 </body>
38 </html>

In this case, the AJAX request is successfully redirected to the new URL. The resulting
values are picked up by the done() handler. In this example, this is exactly what
we want.
However, if you do not want to be redirected and know that something is wrong, you
might be out of luck. It seems like jQuery has nothing to do with the automated redirect
handling. The browser does this for you according to specification.
In some use cases, a redirect is used to ask for further details from the end user, such as
login credentials. In these cases, you do not want the AJAX request to be redirected
under the hood. Instead, you want to catch the redirect and pass it on to the full browser
screen.
Under these circumstances, if you have no control over the server, you are out of luck.
If you do have control over the server, you should find a different way to pass the direct
back to the AJAX call. Consider making it part of the content payload. Some libraries
have invented new non-standard HTTP status codes. That should be considered bad
practice and can cause unexpected results with proxies and caches.

Recipe: Setting Request Timeouts
In a responsive interface, it is sometimes better to quickly say that you cannot answer in
time than it is to wait for a long time. If the user is waiting for the results of an AJAX
request, it is wise to add a timeout.
Listing 5.8 tries to fetch the result of the sleep function in one second. A quick
glance at the first recipe in this chapter teaches us that the test server will never respond
before two seconds have passed. You do not have to be psychic to predict the outcome
here. . . .
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Listing 5.8

Failing If the Server Takes Longer Than One Second

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>The timeout property</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21        $('#trigger').click(function() {
22
23                  $.ajax({url: 'sleep',
24                                      timeout : 1000
25                  })
26                  .done(function(data, xhr) {
27                            $('#target').append('Response in time after all: ' + data);
28                  })
29                  .fail(function(xhr, text, error) {
30                            $('#target').append('Failed as expected: ' + error);
31                  });
32  
33        });
34
35 });
36 </script>
37 </body>
38 </html>

Once again, the fail() callback is called. And once again, it’s called with different
parameters, describing that this failure was caused by a timeout.

Recipe: Passing HTTP Headers

Recipe: Passing HTTP Headers
If you need control over HTTP headers—for example, those used for caching—you can
pass anything with the AJAX request. To test how this works, the test server from the first
example returns a JSON string containing exactly the headers it received during the
request.
Listing 5.9 passes a simple ETag header and displays the result returned from the test
server.
Listing 5.9

 assing an ETag Header and Displaying the Returned Mirrored Headers from
P
the Server

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>The headers property</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21        $('#trigger').click(function() {
22
23                  $.ajax({url: 'return-http-headers',
24                                      headers : {
25                                                          ETag: '12345'
26                           }
27                  })
28                  .done(function(data, xhr) {
29                            $('#target').append(
30                                      $.map(data.headers, function(i, name) {
31                                                         return name + ' = '+ data.headers[name] + '<br/>';
(Continues)
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Listing 5.9

 assing an ETag Header and Displaying the Returned Mirrored Headers from
P
the Server (Continued)

32                                                })
33                                          .join(' ')
34                            );
35                  })
36                  .fail(function(xhr, text, error) {
37                            $('#target').append('Failed unexpectedly');
38                  });
39        });
40
41 });
42 </script>
43 </body>
44 </html>

The test server returns a little bit more than just the HTTP headers, which might be
useful for different tests such as ETag configuration, compression support (gzip, deflate),
and even agent identification.

Example: Validating Form Input on the
Server Side
In Chapter 1, “Getting Started with jQuery,” you saw the serialize() function.
Chapter 4, “Listening and Responding to Events,” demonstrated how to catch events on
form elements. Combine these two with an AJAX request, and you can validate the input
of a form before it is submitted.
The test server from the first recipe returns all the input element names that send an
empty string. Listing 5.10 adds a red border to all element names returned by the
validation function.
Listing 5.10

Serializing and Sending the Form Input to the Server After Every Change

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>Use serialize() for side field validation</title>
05        <style>
06   /* please externalize this code to an external
07                 .css file */
08                 .error {
09                           border-color: red;
10                 }

Example: Validating Form Input on the Server Side

Listing 5.10

 erializing and Sending the Form Input to the Server After Every Change
S
(Continued)

11       </style>
12 </head>
13 <body>
14
15 <h2>Fill out the fields and see the result.</h2>
16
17 <form action="" method="post">
18        <label for="first_field">First field</label>
19        <input type="text" name="first_field"
20                  value="" id="first_field"><br>
21  
22        <label for="second_field">Second field</label>
23        <input type="text" name="second_field"
24                  value="" id="second_field"><br>
25  
26        <label for="third_field">Third field</label>
27        <input type="text" name="third_field"
28                  value="" id="third_field"><br>
29  
30        <label for="fourth_field">Fourth field</label>
31        <input type="text" name="fourth_field"
32                  value="" id="fourth_field"><br>
33  
34        <input type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit" id="submit">
35
36 </form>
37
38 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
39
40 <script>
41 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
42 $(document).ready(function() {
43
44        $('input').filter(':text').addClass('error');
45
46        $('input').change(function() {
47
48                  $.get('validate', $('form').serialize())
49                  .done(function(data) {
50  
51                           $('input').removeClass('error');
52
53                           $.each(data, function(i, name) {
(Continues)
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 erializing and Sending the Form Input to the Server After Every Change
S
(Continued)

54                                     $('#' + name).addClass('error');
55                            });
56
57                  });
58
59        });
60
61 });
62 </script>
63 </body>
64 </html>

In a real-world example, you could imagine a more sophisticated validation function.
Even if you can validate many things on the client by using JavaScript, good practice is to
validate again on the server upon final submission. (Consider that a client can be easily
replaced by rogue code in transit.) Having JavaScript code on both the client and the
server, you can invent a scenario where you can reuse parts of the validation code.

Recipe: Loading XML
The original meaning of what was once the acronym AJAX was Asynchronous JavaScript
And Xml. The XML part of this name slowly disappeared over time as HTML and
JSON have become more popular alternatives (and thus, AJAX is technically no longer
an acronym).
If you still want to communicate with the server by using XML, you certainly can.
Listing 5.11 demonstrates that jQuery even makes it easy for you to read the XML. It
works similarly to selecting HTML elements.
Listing 5.11

Reading XML Values Returned by the Server by Using jQuery

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>Get XML from server</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>

Recipe: Listening to AJAX Events

Listing 5.11

Reading XML Values Returned by the Server by Using jQuery (Continued)

12 <div id="target">
13
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21        $('#trigger').click(function() {
22
23                  $.get('11a-test-values', function(data) {
24
25                           $('#target').append('The returned value is: ' +
26                                         $(data).find('name').text());  
27                 });
28  
29       });
30
31 });
32 </script>
33 </body>
34 </html>

Line 26 uses jQuery constructions to read from the XML. The following snippet
contains the XML returned by the server:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<root>
        <name>Adriaan de Jonge</name>
        <email>adriaandejonge@gmail.com</email>
</root>

Imagine working with a larger XML example. Using jQuery functions such as those
that have been shown, it remains manageable.

Recipe: Listening to AJAX Events
Similar to mouse, keyboard, and scroll events, in jQuery, AJAX requests generate AJAX
events. You can use these to generate status indicators on screen so that the visitor knows
that work is in progress. Listing 5.12 shows a basic event log for AJAX events.
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Listing 5.12

Displaying all AJAX Events

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>AJAX related event handlers</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target"> </div>
13 <div id="log"> </div>
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21        $('#trigger').click(function() {
22                  $('#target').load('test-snippet.html');
23        });
24
25        $.each(('ajaxError ajaxSend ajaxStart ajaxStop ' +
26                                               'ajaxSuccess ajaxComplete').split(' '),
27                 function (i, name) {
28                           $('#log').bind(name, function(event, xhr) {
29                           $(this).append('Event: ' + event.type + '<br/>');
30                  });
31        });
32 });
33 </script>
34 </body>
35 </html>

Watch the order in which the events arrive when you click the button. This means
you can respond in several stages of the AJAX request. The events also allow you to
modify or add request parameters if you need to from a central location.

Recipe: Reading JSONP from an External Server
Classic AJAX works with the XmlHttpRequest (XHR) object. Most browsers do not
allow XHR to access other servers than the origin of the current page. To work around
this limitation, JSONP was invented.

Recipe: Reading JSONP from an External Server

JSONP is JSON wrapped inside a function call. Instead of making an AJAX request, a
script element pointing to the JSONP script is added inside the HTML document and

a callback function is called to access the script.
Caution
The browser vendors who restricted the use of XHR had good reason to do so: security.
Working around these restrictions with JSONP opens up new possibilities for hackers
because JSONP does not allow validation before execution.

Listing 5.13 demonstrates how to retrieve data from Twitter by using JSONP. Keep in
mind that error handling does not work with JSONP.
Listing 5.13

Connecting to Twitter and Searching for jQuery-Related Posts

00 <!DOCTYPE html>
01
02 <html lang="en">
03 <head>
04        <title>Get JSONP</title>
05 </head>
06 <body>
07
08 <h2>Press the button to perform the request.</h2>
09
10 <button id="trigger">GET</button>
11 <br>
12 <div id="target">
13
14
15 <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.2.min.js"></script>
16
17 <script>
18 // please externalize this code to an external .js file
19 $(document).ready(function() {
20
21        $('#trigger').click(function() {
22
23                  $.getJSON('http://search.twitter.com/search.json' +
24                                     '?q=jquery&callback=?', function(data) {
25  
26                            $.each(data.results, function(index, value) {
27  
28                                      $('#target').append(value.text + '<br>');
29  
30                            });
31  
32                  });
33  
(Continues)
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Listing 5.13

Connecting to Twitter and Searching for jQuery-Related Posts (Continued)

34        });
35
36 });
37 </script>
38 </body>
39 </html>

By default, the JSONP handler in jQuery looks for a callback=? parameter in the
query string. The ? is replaced with a jQuery-generated callback function to be inserted
into JSONP by the server.
You can modify settings if the parameter has another name than callback or when
the callback method is not parameterized. If you insist, you can find these parameters in
the jQuery online documentation.
The best advice is to avoid JSONP whenever possible.

Summary
This chapter covered the most common uses of AJAX. The recipes cover fetching JSON,
HTML, and XML, as well as many error scenarios. You can pass HTTP headers, validate
form input in the background, and listen for AJAX events in general. The last recipe
showed a dirty hack to load data from other servers by using JSONP. Because of security
risks and a lack of error handling, it is better to avoid JSONP.
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Invoking callback functions, 306–308,
316–317
is() function, 31
isAbsoluteUrl() function, 246
isArray() function, 21
isDisabled() method, 160
isEmptyObject() function, 21
isFunction() function, 21
isOpen() method, dialogs, 167
isPlainObject() function, 21
isRTL option, 157
isSameDomain() function, 246
items option for sortables, 118
Iterating arrays, 8–9

JavaScript calls

changing pages using, 236–239
within HTML, 4
loading pages using, 239–240
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format

data storage, 19
value fetching, 83–84
jqmData() function, 203, 241–242
jQuery Core

animations, 186–187
appending items, 49–50
arrays. See Array elements
basic usage, 3–5
browser testing, 25–26
callback objects, 306–308
classes, 41–45
content, 48–51
elements. See Elements
events. See Events
functions and plugins
chaining, 296–297
HTML, 46–47, 51–53
HTML5 attributes, 15–16
libraries, 6–7, 103
object extensions, 22–24
properties and attributes, 45–46
selections. See Selections
serializing form data, 24–25
servers. See Servers
variables, 19–22
versions, 7–8
jQuery Mobile

attaching data to DOM
nodes, 241–242
back buttons, 221–223
basics, 203–205
calendar-based input, 261–263

Lists

check boxes, 271–273
collapsible elements, 257–258
collapsible sets, 258–260
color schemes, 232–234
drop-down lists, 273–276
events, 217–221
flip switches, 268–269
footers. See Footers
form fields for text, 260–261
headers, 231–232
helper functions, 242–246
input fields, 263–266
JavaScript calls, 236–239
linking to external pages, 212–213
lists. See Lists
multiple columns, 234–236
native forms without, 276–277
navigation bars, 253–257
page loading, 208–212, 239–240
radio buttons, 269–271
serving multiple pages, 205–206
sliders, 267–268
title elements, 206–208
toolbars inside content, 249–250
transition animations, 213–216
warning bars, 250–252
JQuery objects

context-aware plugins, 295–296
static plugins, 293–294
jquery property, 7
jQuery UI, 103

animating colors using, 187–189
CSS classes, 192–194
downloading and installing, 103–104
easing functions, 190, 194–196
elements. See Elements
graphical effects, 191–192
icon display, 196–198

styling, 185–186
widgets. See Widgets
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format

data storage, 19
value fetching, 83–84
JSONP, 98–100

K
Keyboards

alternative, 263–265
events, 69–70
keydown events, 69
keypressed events, 69
keyup events, 69

L
length() function for element sets, 14–15
length() method for tabs, 181
Libraries, 6–7, 103
Linking to external pages

with Ajax, 208–210
without AJAX, 212–213
Listeners, central event, 73–75
Listening

to form events, 70–72
for HTTP requests, 82–83
to keyboard events, 69–70
to <li> item events, 75–78
to mobile events, 217–221
to mouse events, 65–67
to scroll events, 72–73
Lists

building, 52–53
connecting, 123–124
count items with, 283–284
displaying, 278–279
filtering elements, 286–287
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Lists (contd.)

Lists (contd.)

maxWidth option

grouping form elements, 288–289
headers between items, 281–283
moving items, 58–59
nesting, 279–280
numbering values in, 8–9
selecting elements, 124–130, 148–149
sortable, 116–123
splitting into columns, 280–281
styling elements as buttons, 148–149
text formatting, 285–286
thumbnails in, 284–285
transforming into tab panes, 175–176
live() function, 73–75, 77
load event for tabs, 179
load() function, 85
load() method for tabs, 181
Loading

HTML directly, 85
pages using AJAX, 208–210
pages using JavaScript calls, 239–240
XML, 96–97
loadPage() method, 240
lock() function, 307–308
Look and feel. See jQuery UI
Lorem Ipsum text, 142–143

M
makeArray() function, 12
makePathAbsolute() function, 246

dialogs, 163
resizable elements, 133
Menu bars for footer elements,
252–253
Menus, drop-down, 326–328
Methods

autocomplete, 147
buttons, 150
calling based on function
parameters, 301–303
datepicker, 160
dialogs, 167
droppable areas, 115
plugins, 300–303
progressbars, 170
resizable elements, 134
selectables, 128
sliders, 174
sortable, 122–123
tabs, 180–181
min option, 172
minDate option, 157
minHeight option

dialogs, 163
resizable elements, 133
minLength() method, 147
minLength option, 145
minWidth option

dialogs, 163
resizable elements, 133

makeUrlAbsolute() function, 246

Mobile. See jQuery Mobile

map() function, 37

modal option, 163

maps() function, 9–10

Modal windows, 323–326

maxDate option, 157

Months, selecting, 13–14

maxHeight option

Mouse events

dialogs, 163
resizable elements, 133

for drawing, 67–69
listening to, 65–67

orientationchange event

mousedown() event, 67

notify() function, 316–317

mouseenter() event, 67

notifyWith() function, 319–320

mouseleave() event, 67

Numbering list values, 8–9

mousemove() event, 67

numberOfMonths option, 157

mouseout() event, 67

Numbers, retrieving, 170–174

mouseover() event, 67

O

mouseup() event, 67
moveToTop() method, 167
Moving

DOM tree elements, 53–54
list items, 58–59
Multiple columns, 234–236

Objects

callback, 306–308
deferred, 87, 199, 309–311
extending, 22–24
testing, 7–8

Multiple pages, serving, 205–206

Odd elements, separating, 28–29

Multiple rows in navigation
bars, 254–255

off() function, 77

Multiple themes in single pages, 232–233

N
Names

classes, 43–45
icon lists, 196–198

offset() function, 69
on() function, 77–78
onChangeMonthYear event, 159
onclick attribute, 5
onClose event, 159
onmousemove event, 68
onSelect event, 159

Native forms, displaying, 276–277

opacity option, 108

Navigation bars

opacity property, 26

adding, 253–257
icons in, 255–256
multiple rows in, 254–255

open event

autocomplete, 146
dialogs, 165

navigation option, 139

open() method for dialogs, 167

Nested unordered lists, selectable, 129–130

option() method

Nesting

lists, 279–280
selectors, 33–34
Newly created items, responding
to, 74–75
nextText option, 156
node command, 81
Node.js, server setup in, 81–83
not() selector, 33–34

accordions, 141
dialogs, 167
dragging elements, 111
Ordering list items, 58–59
Orientation

changes, 217–218
sliders, 172
orientationchange event, 218
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out event

out event

droppable areas, 115
sortable, 121
over event

serving from single HTML file, 205–206
tabs, 174–181
pageshow event, 218, 220
panelTemplate option, 178

droppable areas, 115
sortable, 121

P
Page-not-found results, 89–90
pagebeforechange event, 220

Paragraphs

HTML replacement in, 47
indexes, 12–13
selecting, 27–28
transforming into dialogs, 160–167
wrapping and unwrapping, 61–64

pagebeforecreate event, 220

Parameterizing plugins, 297–299

pagebeforehide event, 220

Parameters

pagebeforeload event, 219
pagebeforeshow event, 220

method calls based on, 301–303
plugins, 299–300

pagechange event, 220

parseUrl() function, 243–246

pagechangefailed event, 220

Passing

pageContainer option, 238
pagecreate event, 220
pagehide event, 218, 220

context to callback functions, 308–309
functions, 44–45
HTTP headers, 93–94

pageinit event, 221

password option, 246

pageload event, 219

Passwords input fields, 265–266

pageloadfailed event, 219

pathname option, 245

pageremove event, 221

Pixels, drawing, 67–69

Pages

placeholder attribute for text fields, 261

appending outcome of
functions, 49–50
classes, 41–45
content, 48–51
dynamic HTML generation, 51–53
elements. See Elements
with headers, 203–205
HTML in elements, 46–47
loading messages, 210–212
loading using JavaScript calls, 239–240
moving list items, 58–59
properties and attributes, 45–46
redirects, 90–91

placeholder option for sortables, 118
Plugins

callback objects, 306–308
chaining, 296–297
context-aware, 295–296
context to callback functions,
308–309, 317–319
context to progress functions, 319–320
default parameters, 299–300
deferred objects, 309–311
methods, 300–303
parameterizing, 297–299
plugins created by, 303–306

remove() method for tabs

promises, 311–315
static, 293–294
third-party. See Third-party plugins
visualizing progress, 315–317
pop animation, 213

Q
querySelectorAll() function, 32–33
Question and answer pages, 341–343
Queues, 200–202

Popovers, 334–336

R

port option, 245
Position

array elements, 12–13
rectangles, animating, 186–187

Radio buttons

displaying, 269–271
selecting, 32–33

position() function, 69

range option, 172

position option

Ranges of sliders, 172, 268

autocomplete, 145
dialogs, 163
prepend() function, 50–51
prependTo() function, 50–51
prevText option, 156

Reading

hidden text, 16
JSONP, 98–100
URLs, 243–245
XML values, 96–97

progress() function, 316–317

ready event, 5

Progress functions, context to, 319–320

receive events, 120

Progressbars, 168–170

Rectangles, animating, 186–187

promise() function, 314

Recursive execution of effects, 191–192

promise() method, 312

Redirects, page, 90–91

Promises

Refining selections, 28–29

code execution at end of animations
with, 198–200
for flow structures, 314–315
operation of, 86–87
to protect internals, 311–314

refresh() method, 160
refreshPositions() method for sortable, 123
refreshPositions option for draggable
elements, 108
Registering callback functions, 306–308

prop() function, 45–46

reject() function, 315

Properties

rejectWith() function, 317–319

vs. attributes, 45–46
testing, 25–26
Protecting internals, promises for,
311–314
protocol option, 245

rel attribute, 336
reloadPage option, 238
remove event

sortable, 121
tabs, 180

proxy() function, 78–80

remove() function for elements, 60–61

Purpose-specific keyboards, 264–265

remove() method for tabs, 180
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removeClass() function

removeClass() function, 42–43
removeData() function, 18–19
Removing

classes, 42–43
CSS classes using jQuery UI,
192–194
data attached to DOM nodes,
241–242
elements, 18–19, 60–61

revert option

draggable elements, 108
sortables, 118
revertDuration option, 108
role option, 238
rotate() method, 181
Rows in navigation bars, 254–255

S

Repetitive element emulation, 55–56
Requests

GET, 83–84
listening for, 82–83
timeouts, 91–92
resizable component for easing
functions, 194

Schemes, color, 232–234
scope option

draggable elements, 108
droppable areas, 113–114
Scoping selection context, 39–40

resizable option for dialogs, 164

Screen, drawing easing functions
on, 195–196

resize event

script element, 5

dialogs, 166
resizable elements, 133

Scroll events, 72–73
scroll option for draggable elements, 109

resize() method for accordions, 141

Scrolling text with fixed footers, 227–229

resizeStart event, 166

scrollSensitivity option, 109

resizeStop event, 166

scrollSpeed option, 109

Resizing

ScrollSpy plugin, 328–331

accordions, 141
dialogs, 164, 166
elements, 130–134
resolve() function, 314–315, 317–318
resolveWith() function, 317, 319
Retrieving

data attached to DOM nodes,
241–242
HTML5 data- attributes, 15–16
numbers, 170–174
Returning

deferred objects, 309–311
promises, 311–314
reverse option, 238

scrollstart event, 218
scrollstop event, 218
Search and search boxes

input fields, 265–266
list filtering, 287
Twitter posts, 99–100
search event for autocomplete, 145
search option, 245
Second pages, navigating to, 205–206

with animation, 213–214
back buttons, 222–223
select event

autocomplete, 146
tabs, 179

slidefade animation

select() method, 181
Selectable elements

events, 126–128
making, 124–125
methods, 128
nested unordered lists, 129–130
options, 126
styling, 126

passing HTTP headers, 93–94
promises, 86–87
reading JSONP, 98–100
request timeouts, 91–92
setting up, 81–83
validating form input, 94–96
setDate() method, 160
setInterval() function, 169

selected event, 127

setTimeout() function, 312

selected option, 178

shortYearCutoff option, 157

selecting event, 127

show event for tabs, 179

Selections

show() method for datepicker, 160

context, scoping, 39–40
dates, 152–160
from drop-down Lists, 273–276
elements. See Element selection
paragraphs with spans, 27–28
Selectors

creating, 37–39
CSS hover, 34–35
nesting, 33–34

show option for dialogs, 164
showAnim option, 157–158
showButtonPanel option, 156
showCurrentAtPos option, 157
Showing

collapsible elements, 257–258
footers, 229–231
showLoadMsg option, 238
showMonthAfterYear option, 158

selectOtherMonths option, 157

showWeek option, 158

serialize() method, 25, 122

Side effects of extending objects, 22–24

serializeArray() function, 25

Single elements, selecting, 269–271

Serializing

Single HTML file, serving multiple pages
from, 205–206

form data, 24–25, 94–96
sortable elements, 122
Servers, 81

AJAX events, 97–98
errors, 87–88
GET requests, 83–84
loading HTML, 85
loading XML, 96–97
multiple pages, 205–206
page-not-found results, 89–90
page redirects, 90–91

Size

animating, 186–187
element sets, 14–15
sleep function, 91–92
Slide

animation, 213
hiding elements using, 189–191
slide event, 173–174
slidedown animation, 213
slidefade animation, 213
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Sliders

Sliders

for integers, 267–268
for retrieving numbers, 170–174
transforming <div> elements into, 171
slideup animation, 213
snap option, 109

sliders, 174
sortable, 120
stop() function, 199
Storing

element data, 16–18
objects, 19

snapMode option, 109

style attribute, 105

snapTolerance option, 109

Styling

sort events, 119
Sortable elements, 116–123
Sorting tree structure elements, 123–124
source option for autocomplete, 144
Spans, selecting, 27–28
Specialized input fields, 265–266
Specific positions, inserting elements
at, 56–58
spinner option, 178
split() function, 37
Splitting lists into columns, 280–281
stack option

dialogs, 164
draggable elements, 109
start event

dragging elements, 110
resizable elements, 133
selectable elements, 127
sliders, 173
sortable, 119
Stateful buttons, 338–340

accordions, 136–137
autocomplete, 143
buttons, 149
datepicker, 152–154
dialogs, 161–162
draggable elements, 105
droppable areas, 113
jQuery UI components,
185–186
list of elements, 148–149
progressbars, 169
radio buttons, 151
resizable elements, 131
selectable elements, 126
sliders, 172–173
sortables, 117
tabs, 176–177
toggling, 338–340
Submit buttons, 32–33
Success, callbacks calling on, 309–311

Static plugins, 293–294

Suggesting input values using
autocomplete, 142

Status of process, 168–170

swipe event, 218

step option for sliders, 173

swipeleft event, 218

stepMonths option, 158

swiperight event, 218

stop event

Swipes, catching, 217–218

dragging elements, 110
resizable elements, 134
selectable elements, 128

Switching

CSS classes, 193–194
pages, 214–216

Transforming

T
tab-pane class, 332
Tabs

navigating pages using, 174–181
toggling, 331–332
transforming unordered lists into,
175–176
tabTemplate option, 178

collapsible content, 341–343
drop-down menus, 326–328
modal window display, 323–326
popovers, 334–336
ScrollSpy, 328–331
toggling tabs, 331–332
tooltips, 333–334
typeahead for autocomplete, 347–348

tap event, 218

this keyword for plugins, 296–297

taphold event, 218

Thumbnails in list items, 284–285

Testing

timeout option, 177

browsers for feature support, 25–26
data types, 21
objects, 7–8
variables, 19–22
Text

buttons, 149
dates, 155
filler, 142–143
formatting list items, 285–286
scrolling, 227–229
selecting, 32–33, 35–36
Text input

autocomplete, 347–348
form fields, 260–261
text option, 149
ThemeRoller tool, 185–186
Themes

changing color schemes with,
232–234
for groups, 257–258
theme roller, 176, 185–186
then() function, 314–315
Third-party plugins, 323

alerts, 336–338
button controls, 338–340
carousels, 344–346

Timeouts

requests, 91–92
tabs, 177
Title elements, 206–208
title option for dialogs, 164
Toggling

CSS classes, 193–194
styles, 338–340
tabs, 331–332
tolerance option

droppable areas, 114
selectable elements, 126
sortables, 118
Toolbars

fixed, 227–229
inline in content, 249–250
warning bar, 250–252
tooltip() function, 334
Tooltips, 333–334
Transforming

<div> elements into progressbars,
168–169
<div> elements into sliders, 171
elements into buttons, 147–150
<h3> and <div> elements into
accordions, 135–136
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Transforming (contd.)

ui-li-count class, 284

Transforming (contd.)

paragraphs into dialogs, 160–167
unordered lists into sortables, 116–117
unordered lists into tab panes, 175–176

ui-li-icon class, 285
ui object, 118
ui-priority class, 186

Transition animations, 213–216, 238

ui-resizable class, 131, 186

transition option, 238

ui-selectable class, 126

Tree structures

ui-selected class, 126

attaching data to nodes, 241–242
moving elements around, 53–54
selecting elements, 128–130
sorting elements, 123–124

ui-selectee class, 126
ui-selecting class, 126
ui-sortable class, 117
ui-sortable-helper class, 117

Turning off jQuery Mobile, 276–277

ui-state class, 186

Twitter Bootstrap framework, 323

ui-state-active class, 149

Twitter connections, 99–100

ui-state-disabled class, 149

type() function, 21

ui-state-highlight class, 154

type option, 238

ui-state-hover class, 149

Typeahead for autocomplete, 347–348

ui-unselecting class, 126

typeof() function, 21

ui-widget class, 186

U

<ul> items, 75–78
unbind() function, 67

ui-bar class, 250

undelegate() function, 75

ui-bar-b class, 250

Unordered lists

ui-block-a class, 236
ui-block-b class, 236
ui-block-c class, 236
ui-block-d class, 236
ui-button-disabled class, 149

building, 52–53
connecting, 123–124
selecting elements in, 124–130
sortable, 116–123
transforming into tab panes, 175–176

ui-corner class, 186

unselected event, 128

ui-draggable class, 106

unwrap() function, 63–64

ui-draggable-dragging class, 106

Unwrapping elements, 61–64

ui-droppable class, 113

Up buttons, 58–59

ui-grid-a class, 236

update event, 120

ui-grid-b class, 236

updatelayout event, 221

ui-grid-c class, 236

url() method, 181

ui-helper class, 186

URLs

ui-hidden-accessible class, 261
ui-li-aside class, 286

loading, 181
reading, 243–245

zIndex option

User interface. See jQuery UI
username option, 246
Users, alerts for, 336–338

V
Validating form input, 94–96
value option

progressbars, 169
sliders, 173
Variables, testing and manipulating, 19–22

Widgets, 135

accordions, 135–141
autocomplete, 142–147
buttons, 147–150
buttonsets, 151
datepicker, 152–160
dialogs, 160–167
progressbar, 168–170
sliders, 170–174
tabs, 174–181

Variants, drop-down, 274–275

width option, 163

vclick event, 219, 221

Words, highlighting, 36–37

Versions

wrap() function, 61–62

determining, 7–8
upgrading, 5
Vertical check box groups, 271–273

wrapAll() function, 63
wrapInner() function, 62–63
Wrapping elements, 61–64

Vertical radio button groups, 269–271

X

Visualizing progress before
callbacks, 315–317

XML, loading, 96–97

vmousecancel event, 219

XmlHttpRequest (XHR) object, 98

vmousedown event, 219

Y

vmousemove event, 219
vmouseover event, 218
vmouseup event, 219

W

yearRange option, 158
yearSuffix option, 158
Yellow toolbar, 250–252

Z

Warning bars, 250–252
-webkit- prefix, 216
weekHeader option, 158
widget() method

dialogs, 167
dragging elements, 111

zIndex option

dialogs, 164
draggable elements, 109
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